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ABSTRACT 

A numerical method for investigating 
two-dimensional steady inviscid separated 
flow s around two- dimensional blunt bodies 
is develooed.The usual condition for zero 
normal flQ~ is esmL~ed at the rigid bound
e:::ies, while et · t he separation surface the 
Bernoulli integral holds . The detachment 
point is not priori prescribed. Two dif
ferent coordinate systems ere employed : 
polar and parabolic ones. The former ised 
on the initial steos of iterations end the 
l etter - for the accurate calculations on 
the final stege.Erplicit equations for the 
shape of stagnation- zone surface ere'_ ~ de
rived for the both coordi nate systems by 
means of a scaled coordinate.s. Two type of 
stagTiation zones ere obtained: first type 

. :narrows at infinity while the second one - 
widens, resembling the well known Kirchoff 
eol~tion.The resistance of the body is cal
culated !or the two solutions and compares 
quantitatively very Ttell with the experi
mental data for different intervals of Rey
nolds number, The patterns o! shape and 
pressure profile are presented graphically. 

NOMENCLATURE 
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-rnagnitude o! pressure in 
stagnation z·one (gas pres
sure) 

-Magnitude of pressure at 
infinity 

-Amplitude of velocity at 
infinity 

-Flui~ density 
p c) I ( 1 /2 p Uoo) 

-Cavitation number 

1 - Assoc iate professor 
~ - Post9raduate 

; INTRODUCTION 
I 

!Theoretical modelling of the separated flows 
jis of primary importance because of the nu

·;me rous technical and industrial applications . 
!Despite of the numerous publications~n this 
: subject a self-contained adeq~ate theory is 
: still undeveloped,because of the formidable 
!difficulties founded in the very natur~ or 
!the problem. It is a case of intricate in
!te r act ion of the effects of rigid and free 
' flo" bour_daries that conjoin at priori un
,known points.Another hard task is the rear 
·end of a cavity or stagnation zone. These 
two principle points are where the different 

!models diverse. In fact, the attitudes to
lward the treatment of detachment and rear -
;end point of a cavity era which make the dif-· 
iference between the different theories (see . 
·[1, 2) !or a comprehensive view on this sub~ 
!ject). . 
; The peculiar thing about the semi - em- · 
jpirical · approaches to detachment or rear -
!end points of a cavity is that certain (some-. 
:time quite arbitrary) conditions are summoned 
jto define these points or the behaviour of 
it~e free surface in their vi~inities, at the 
;t1me when there is well developed model !or 
lideal flows which is expected to contain t he 
;information about the separation phenomena. 
;Very often the reasoning when selecting the 
:additional conditions is not self - contained 
:say in the frame of the ideal liquid or what
!ever model it can be. Rather the viscous or 
!capillary effects are indicted as the cause 
.of a particular behaviour at a s eparation 
;(detachment) points or at the rear end of ca-
.vity. · 

The above mentioned models can succeed in 
quantitative prediction of particular parame
ters of separnted flows due to the presence 
,of fudging parameters, but they can not serve 
as a basis for a fundament a l investigation. 
·In this instance, the problem of predicting 
the separation phenomena (if it is possible) 
just on the base of ideal flow considerations 
deserves s ome more attent ion . The crucial 
'point here is to think of the ideal flow as 
not necessarily potential out rather to admit 
ideal flows that are ootential in s ome re
g ions ana stagnant in-others [J].Such flows 
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look even more important being reminded that 
t hey turn out to be the limiting form of 
viscous flows with vanishing viscosity [4, 
5} ,1.e. they are the "outer" solutions of 
asympt otic expansions to which the "inner" 
(boundary-layer) solutions must match, 

All this defines the necessity to devel
op models of inviscid separation.Since the 
physical foundations of such model are well 
known the only problem here is to construct 
efficient numerical schemes for solving 
problems with free boundaries.Since the 
prim1ciple difficulties on this way are 
founded in the implicit evaluation of the 
shape of free surface from the additional 
conditions at that portion of the boundary 
the most natural way to overcome these dif
ficulties seems to introduce scaled varia
bles rendering t he region of flow to a fixed 
one. By means of scaling of independent var
iables an explicit equation for the shape · 
function is derived v1hich extremely facili
~ates the numerical solution. This approach 
1s successfully used for numerical investi
gation of bubbles moving through ideal (6] 
':-nd. viscou~ li9-uids [7]. To cavitating flows 
1t 1s appl1ed 1n [J) , where the stagnation 
zone beh ind a circular cylinder is calcu
lated. The coordinates employed there are 
the polar ones that become deficient for 
very long cavities with very thin wakes 
colapsing as far as at infinity. In the 
P~:sent_paper the techniques is improved at 
trns ;>o1nt firstly by incorporating non-uni
form ~rid in vicinity of the vtake and sec
or.dly by developing a difference scheme and 
algorithm in terms of parabolic coordinates 
that are topologically more suited to the 
flows of infinite stagnation zones. Another 
~rin~iple development in the present paper 
1s tne proposed .fully nonlinear scheme for 
solvina- the Bernoulli equat.ion. This scheme 
gives two different solutions for the shape 
of free surface. These are interpreted as 
the Kirchoff type and Chaplygin-Kolscher 
type (see (1]) of cavities. . 

POSING THE PROBLEM 

. ~onsider the two-dimensional steady in
VlSCld ·flow around infinite cylinder of ar
bitrary star-like cross-section. ·Let also 
the flow be symmetric with respect · to a 
pl ~~e containing the axis of cylinder and 
e = o,rr be the intersection line of this 
plane of cross section (see fig. 1a) in 
t erms of 29lar coordinates. The velocity at 
i nfinity U.., is parallel to the said line 
and the leading stagnation point is placed 
at 8 = rr:. As far as the two_;. dimensional 
st r eaming is concerned we can consider 
st ream function ~ that is governed by the 
Laplace equation Ll.'V=O. 

. As is above argued the cylindrical coor
dLnate sys tem becomes deficient when the 
s t agnat ion zone elongates and one needs a 
? I7 adequa~e one. We choose here the para

O-le coor~1nate syst em which in our opinion 
_ost su1ted for treating. infinite stag

~ 1 n zones . Parabolic coordinates are de
:' i:::e' t hrough t heir connection (see e.g., 
- ) ~· the Cartesian coordinates' 

coordinate lines of uar a 
is sho?m on fig. 1b . On its 

:turn, it is obvious that the parabolic coor
; dinates are inconvenient for description of 
. bodies with blunt rear ends. For this reason 
: v1e use them only a·fter the stagnation zone 
: is already developed. · 

Hereafter we shall compile the necessary 
, f ormul a e for both the coordinate systems in . 
, a parallel manner denoting them by a. or b , 
; respectively. The Laplace equation for the 
; stream function 'V· in terms of the two coor
. dinate systems reads 

i'V 1 {)\j/ 1 o2'V 
arl.+rar+?i-w=D <,a) 

1 ( a2
'V cr'V)- 0 ( ) 

cr.2+'f:2. ()o-2+ ar;7 ~ 1b 

The se equations are coupled by the respec
tive boundary condition.At infinity a uni
form stream of velocity is present 

'V-ru"'si.n8
1 

r--oo (2a) 

'V ,.:_ ()/[' Uoo 
1 

(j --+ 00 
1 
'[;- ± 00 ( 2b) 

On both portions G and ~ of the boundary 
( r, representing the surface of the bod.y 
and rz - the boundar'J of separated zone) 
the normal flux must be equal to zero which 
simply gives 

'!' = 0 
'V = 0 

for 
for 

r=R(e), 9Er 
cr = S(t') 

1 
t' t:r 

(Ja) 

(Jb) 

Only on t he boundary fL of the separated 
zone t he Bernoulli integral holds in addi
t i on to (J), namely 

{ [(a'~'): 1 ,a'I')2J .& .£::.> · 2 ar ~ae + f = U..,+ f ' ec: G, r=R(e) (4a) 

a-lit-t"l [(~;/+ ~;f)+ ~c = ti..+y, ():5(-r:),crcG (4b) 

He re PG is t he magnitude of pressure in ca
vity (stagnation zone) p"' - pressure at 
infinity. The addit ion~ boundary condition 
(4) does not rende·~ the problem incorrect, 
because the shap e of the portion rt of the 
boundary i.a unknovm • 

COORDINATE TRANSFORh~TION 

Though correct, the above boundary value 
problem is higly inconvenient for numerical 
treatment due to the fact that the shape of 
the separated zone is to be implicitly eval
uated from the additional boundar,r condition 
(4). Th~s means that the problem under con
s1derat1on is a kind of inverse problem. · 
The most efficient way to solve it is, per
haps, to make use of a coordinate transform
a~ion rendering the original domain to a re
g1on of knovm boundaries and to derive an 
explicit equation for the shape function. 

Consider the following two functions 

1::. R(8) C5a) ; a-= 5(r) (5b) 

w~ich define the boundary(pressumed to be 
Slngle-valued function), Let e· and t'- be 
the magnitudes of the respective coordinates 
for which t he detachment of the flow takes 
place.Then the portion r1 is defined by 

0 ~ e ~ e" or t' ~ t'.. ,re spec tively 
(be rem1nded that we conside r only axisym
metric flov1s and due to symmetry it is not 
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necessa r J to consider 
or 't < 0 ) • 

ll ow we intro duce 
e nt coo r di nates 

1=1R-\e) ( 6a) 

r egi ons where e ;> rr. 

the following i ndepend-

'1.. ::. () - 5 ( r) c 6b) 

i ns t ead of the pola r r adius r and parabol
ic coordinate r , respec tivel y . I n terms 
of the new coordinates ( 11 1 9 ) or ( 'l J 'C") 
t he gove r~ing equation (Laplace equat~on) 
adopt s the following f orm . : 

aCl l 'V -2b a2'V +o2'V+do'V=O C7). 
~ 'Ll o1a1 dfi ol( 

where ~ = e $ = r: 
l 1. s·2 c ) a =7J2 ( i +(R'/R)) (7a); a,. + 7b 

b = '1 R'/ R b = .s I 

d =l! (i - R"/ R+2R'2/R2
) d =-S" 

I n te rms of new coo r di nates the con dition 
at infini t y reads : 

'V ~ 1 U..,R (9)silt9 (8a) 

)l ~ 00 "/_ -... 00 

The ki nematic bounda r y condition rema ins 
un changed 

'1'=0 for 1'!_ =1 ( 9a) ; 'f .. Q for t)."O (9b ) 

Thus vre have a cor r ect boundary va lue prob- . 
l em fo r eval uating the function o/ if 
func t ion s R(B) or 5 (t') · are thought of as 
lmovm . On turn, at the portion r-2 of the 
boundary where t h ey are not known they can 
be calculate d from the Bernoulli integral 
(4) 'llhi ch be comes a n explicit relation for 
t h e shane function . Let us note in passing 
t hat (7) - (9) retain their form when dimen
sionless variables are introduced and hence 
we rende r Bernoulli integral dimensionless 
before proceeding further. Then we get the 
fo llov1ing eqations for the shape functions 
R a..11d S 

-1 ( t +lC)( 3 ¥1 / =i-~-u. o.:::e6ell- (1oa) 
R2 R.! orz ttd , 

- 1- ( 1 +S' 2 )(~"~"1 f::: 1+U t"'~£; t (10b) 
52+ !"1. 01( ~:-.0 1 

vrhere :U _ , p.:o - Pc 
- 1/;_ f U;, 

i s called cavi t ation numbe r . For s eparated 
flov1 s it is equal to zero, while for natu
r a l cavitat i ng f l ows i t i s positive value. 

THE PATTERN OF MESH 

In t erm s of bo t h coo r dinate sy s tem s the 
r eg i on unde r consider ation become s one with 
fixe d boundaries wh ich offers a ma jor a dvan
tage i n nume r ical implementat ion . In both 
cases , however, t he regions are inf ini te a nd 
a r e t o be truncated at certain app r op ria t e 
boundari e s in or der to obtain nume r ical s o
l ut ion . Fo r the first case (polar coo rdi
nat e s) the r egi on is infinite only in ~ - di
r ect ion and h en ce it i s enou~h to s elec t 11~ 
(so-cal led "actual infinity ") and to consider 
t he rectangle o:: e::n ;1 !:'1~"1 "" (see fig . 2a) . 

: The second c~;; (p-;;::~:abolic coordinate~) ::e: 
; quires to prescribe also the "actual ~nf~n~

ty" '[;' in t' -direction. So that, the re-. 
gion ;::der consideration is then 0 ~ r ~ t b • 
0-<: ~ 1'/oo (see fig.2b). Here.~s to e 

me nti1ned that for .t h e polar c~ord~nates the 
symmetry conditions are to be ~ncorporated 

o'lf = o 
oe 

f or ( 11a) 

Respec t ivel y , for t he parabolic coordinates 
we couple t h e . s et .of boundary conditions 
with 

for 'L = 0 (11b) 

First of these is the symm~try ?o~dition , 
where the secon d is condit~on s~~lar to 
(8b). Once again one can employ the bound-
a condition o'l'"/ot'.o;O for t" = t:co • In 
p~sent computation s we managed to use both 
of these conditions and found out that the 
r e sults are insignificantly affected _by the 
t ype of the boundary condition, prov~ded 
·t hat 'C' is selected sufficiently large. 

Th;' mesh · in -rz -direction i~ se lected to 
be non-uniform.The first and f~nal coordi
nate "'-lines do not coincide with the 
bounda ries, but rather they are removed 
outward the region on distance h"'./2 , where 
h, i s the respective value of t he non
un~form spacing in "'1-direction. Such a 
:ne sh VIe call non-concerned, in spite of t he 
ca se Ylhen the mesh lines coincide with the 
boundaries (concerted meshes). The non- uni
fo rmity of the mesh in ~ -direction is a 
ve ry i mp ortant feature allowing us to sig
nificant ly reduce the computational time by 
i ncreasing the spasing far av1ay from the 
body s ince the gradients of the flow de
crea se decisively there. For the case of 
polar coordinates we take 

(12a) 

t]L,1 = ~ (expqiln7] ... )+exp(Ii•fin~..,)), i.::1.r .. ,M 

where ~ · =(L-i)h lt:i/(M-.f) and M+1 is the 
total mlmber of 1 

l) -lines in grid. Similar
ly, the "IJ -mesh for the case of parabolic 
coordinates is 

(12b) 

where t h e meaning of 1 i and 11 is the 
same as in the previous case. 

In 8 -direction the spacing is non-uni
f orm sharply decreasing in size near the 
r ear-en d point of the stagnation zone, name
l y at 8 - 0 • This is crucial for obtaining 
a ppropriate accuracy in the vicinity of 
r ear-end of the cavity.In 9 ~direction the 
me sh is conc erted and the explicit formula 
for the spacing as a functio n of j is 

e. = n(j-{)
2

, 
J N -1 

j.:: {, ... , N (1Ja) 

I n or der t o facil i tat e t he trans ition from 
polar coo r dina t e s to pa r abolic one s th e mesh 
i n t' - direction i s s impl y deri ve d from the 
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mesh in 0 -direction on · the base of formula 
giving the relation b~tween the two coordi
nate systems, namely 

- 'Cj=VR(9)cos9j+R(B)
1 

}d
1 
... ,N (1Jb) 

DIFFERENCE SCHEME
1

FOR LAPLACE EQUATION 

!\ow v;e a prepared to outline the differ
ence scheme for solving the Laplace equa
tion for the stream function ~ • Let us de
no te 

h,,;:~ •• 1 -t?,i. 1 i.=1 1 ... ,J.1 
(14) 

in (7) 

?ollov:ing (31 we introduce a fictit~ous 
time render1ng thus eq.(7) to parabol1c 
type and employ the scheme of (9] usually 
called "stabilizing correction" (see [10] ) • 
Then at the first half-time step are solved 
the following difference equations (~t 4 is 
the increment with respect to fictit .ious 
time) 

for t=2 .. .. ,M; j=2, ... JN-i 

cou?l e d vri th t he difference boundary 
ditions 

and 

(16) 

con-

(17) 

which in fact define the values at ficti -
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tious points --j~O- and j=N+i, entering 
the difference system (16). 

The second half-time step consists in 
solving the difference equations 

'V-~· f- "IV; n• 1/1. . J A )(''In~ I ,,,..n) 
'1 " =(a -- A 11 + ij''1 Tij _.,.ij <18 ) 
0.5 1.1 t1 'J 

for '2 IJ-1 · j= }'") ] i.=2, ... ,N 
;-;ith the boundary conditions 

where 

(19) 

- for polar coor
dinates 
for parabolic 
coordinates 

'l'he iteration process is started with ini
tial condition 'If.". = 'V;j where ot. denotes 
the number of glo'!Sal iteration and is con
ducted until the following criterion is 
satisfied 

0.01 

o(fi n.ti 
After that v1e settle 'l"ij = '1'-.j. 
DIFFERSNCE SCHEiAE FOR SOLVING THE 
EQUATION FOR STAGNATION-ZONE SHAPE 

(20) 

Equations (10) can be resolved for the 
derivatives of unknovms R' or S' if the 
following conditions hold . 

R2 52+~ 
(i+U)-;:;::;). > 1 (21a) and .(1-t-dt)-1.-> 1 (21b) . 

T . T 

where T:o'lf/0"1 is the value at the boundary. 
The last unequalities are true at least in 
the vicinities of the leading- and rear
stagnation points.It is clear that at the 
leading-stagnation: .point a stagnation zone 
is not to be expected to occur. 

Let us now assume that we have the val-
ues of set functions '¥['j ,Rj or Sj, Tj etc. 
for the global iteration of number c>:. • 
Then starting from 9=0 ( t" == t"oo ) and in-
creasing e (decreasing 'C ) we check 
whether (21a) (or (21b)) is satisfied and 
hereon define the region where (10) must be 
integrated. Let us denote by j"' the last 
point where is satisfied (21a) and the j • -t 1 
is the first point where (21a) is not sat
isfied. For the parabolic coordinates the 
respective points are j•-th and (j'-~) - t h . 
Afte r the said points are defined. The 
shape function R of boundary (polar coor
dinates) on the new iterative stage is cal
culated from the following difference equa
tion 

( 22a ) 
' . * 1 1 j=J -·/ ]"' ] 

with the i nitial condition 



·.: ~ ' 

oL<I 

R-. 
J 

(23a) 

where R is the shape of the body. 
~hile the calculations with polar coor

cinate s bear preliminary character, the 
ca lculat ion s with parabolic coordinates are 
meant to give t he final result and hence 
some more care is taken in constructing the 
difference scheme and algorithm. First of 
all iterations are incorporated in order to 
t a ckle the nonlinearity of the equat ion 
( 10b) , i.e. the unkno1m function 5(-r) is 
calculated from the following difference 
equation 

s ... , l( .. _ s~H _ 
J'•f J -

Tlith the ini tial condition 
<(.d .s.. = s ... 

J J 1 
(23b) 

Tlhere S is the shape of the· body . 
The significance of t he difference 

sc· ~me ( 22b) is that fo r given global iter
a~ion d. t--i at each point '{" j the supposed 
to be sol -'-ion for 5 j +f is· iterated until 
co erge ce is obtained with respect to 
index ' in (22b) , i . e, the nonlinear dif
ference eouation is solved. Let us think 
that t' · s ·happens for 1< = K • Then settling 

s;:s' =; Sj~' 1_lle obtain the sought solution 
for e _ol.llt t"j 11 • 

2 h e accuracy of scheme (22b) is O(r ) • · 
t_n inoor t ant feature of (22b) is that 

it is solved with to different signs of the 
r~ - and side . The sign minus gives a so

with decreasing S which we call so
l . The sign plus yelds a solution 
c r easing S which we call solution 

?or solution I the stagnation zone 
ven · sh at r--oo , while for solution li it 
Ylidens infinitely at t"-+ oo • 

It is obvious t_hat the equation (22b) 
is stE.bl e when the sign minus is adopted. 
Unfortunately, when the sign plus takes 
?lace a computational instabil ity develops. 
For this reason the diffe rence scheme (22b) 
is modified adding an art ificial time 

= 

(22c) 
u ~u)[( s'j"' + sJ;;/ + ('Cj +tj •• )

2
] _ 1 

(Tj + Tj t<Y 

'i'his scheme is stable iff t:1 ~ .imino · (the 
Cour ant condition) . 4 dl 

GC:::lSR.AL CONSEQUENCE OF ALGORITHM 

On the initial stage of computations 
t he di fference scheme with polar coordi 
nates is used . After the rear- end of the 
s~acnu~ion zone goes at ap proximat ely one 
'::Jody diameter from the rear-end of t he bo dy 
the dif ference scheme with parabolic coor-
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dinates is invoked and calculations are 
conducted until the following criterion is 
satisfied 

m_cu~: I 
J 

~ 0.01 ( 24) 

Th~n the results obtained are once again 
recast into polar coordinates for the sake 
of convenience of presentation. 

RESUL'rS Aim DISCUSSION 

By means of the above develope d algo
rithm the seoarated flow around circular 
cylinder is computed,The algorithm is gen
eral enough to treat cylinders of arbitrary 
cross section with line of symmetry, but we 
r esort to this simple case because of the 
available experimental data to comoare with. 

At the beginning, the insufficiency of 
polar coordinates for calculating elongated 
stagnation zones is verified numerically. 
Employing non-uniform meshes with different 
spacings in the vicinity of rear-end point 
different results are obtained for the shape 
of the stagnation zone in that vinicity. · 
Though the shape in the rest of the stagna
tion zone is not significantly affected by 
the mesh size. As behaviour at the rear-end 
point is not tolerable and justifies the 
use of parabolic coordinates for finer cal
culations. 

'rhe P,arabolic coordinat es prove very 
efficient for treating the open cavities. 
Numerical exo e riments with different "actu
al infinity" . are conducted and the results 
compare with each other very well even as 
far dovmstream as 100 radii. Here is to be 
noted that further increasing the size does 
not i mp rove the results since then the co
ordinate line lJ =- -tz"" goes high up and then 
the reg ion of sharp changes of 'I' for r >> -f 
is confinded to the first couple of mesh 
points near the surface. The latter yields 
to significant gradients and loss of accu
racy. This shortcoming is easily removed by 
using somewhat more general coordinate 
transformation which shall be discussed 
elsevthe re. 

In fig.J is shown the stagnation zone 
obtained for the solution I and II • He
spectively, fig. 4 presents the pressure 
profiles. The shape_ of solution I can be 
interpreted as the limiting ideal flow to 
which is matched the high-Reynolds-number 
viscous flow, when turbulent boundary layer 
developes. Re spectively, the shape of the 
solution II is apparently similar to the 
case of laminar boundary layer (see (111, 
page 88) . This supposition gives excelent 
prediction for the resistance coefficient 
of the body (see fig.5). Solution II com
pares with the experimental data ( [1 1] , 
page 25) in the range - of Reynolds number in 
which laminar seoaration takes olace. On 
its turn solution I oredicts the so-called 
cris is of r esistance : attributed to the 
transit ion to turbulence. 

The Tesults obtained support the notion 
that the intrinsic mechanism of the separa
tion phenom enon is inviscid one and the 
viscosity plays just the role of a trigger. 
Another important conclusion is that the 
essential part of the resistance can be as
sessed by inviscid model and only for the 
skin friction viscous flow calculations are 
needed . 
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